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Abstract. The robustness of a seismically-designed steel self-centering moment-resisting frame (SC-
MRF) under a column loss scenario is numerically assessed. The prototype SC-MRF is equipped with 
post-tensioned bars and optimised stainless steel energy dissipation devices. The SC-MRF was 
modelled in full detail using solid finite elements. The numerical model was calibrated using results 
from previous tests on post-tensioned beam-column connections and isolated component tests on the 
energy dissipation devices. Quasi-static analyses were carried out to identify the failure modes of the 
SC-MRF under a column loss scenario. Nonlinear dynamic analyses were also performed to evaluate 
the dynamic response of the frame and to assess the acceptance criteria against progressive collapse 
according to the current codes of practice. The results show that the SC-MRF has superior robustness 
and it can guarantee a high level of safety under a sudden column loss scenario due to the high fracture 
capacity of the stainless steel energy dissipation devices and the tie force resistance provided by the 
post-tensioned bars.
21 INTRODUCTION
In the last decades, many buildings around the world experienced progressive collapse due to extreme 
loading conditions that resulted in the loss of one or more columns. Progressive collapse of a building 
has catastrophic consequences, and so, there is a growing interest to design buildings with increased 
robustness so that they can arrest the sudden loss of one or more bearing elements. Eurocode 1, Part 
1-7 [1] stipulates the use of the Tie Force method to mitigate the consequences of a localised failure 
in buildings from an unspecified cause. However, the rules given are not specific for a structural type 
and no guidance is provided on the analysis type that should be performed, i.e. linear or nonlinear, or 
on the consideration of the dynamic effects of the loading. In the USA, the General Services 
Administration (GSA) [2] and the Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) 4-023-23 [3] give more 
systematic procedures and specific acceptance criteria for designing buildings against progressive 
collapse. The GSA document requires that buildings should be assessed against progressive collapse 
using the Alternate Load Path (ALP) method and gives specific rules for modelling and acceptance 
criteria for each structural type. The UFC guidelines require the use of three design strategies, 
depending on the building category: the Tie Force method, the ALP method and the Enhanced Local 
Resistance method. Both GSA and UFC guidelines permit linear or nonlinear static analysis to be 
performed using a Dynamic Increase Factor (DIF) to account for the inertia effects.
Experimental studies on the progressive collapse of steel and steel-concrete composite frames 
include large-scale laboratory tests on two-dimensional frame sub-assemblies [4], tests on three-
dimensional steel and composite sub-assemblies [5]–[8], and column removal tests on steel buildings 
[9], [10]. The studies by Yang and Tan [11-12],  and Wang et al. [13] focused on the behaviour of 
steel and composite beam-column connections under the effects of catenary action imposed by 
progressive collapse. Numerical studies on the progressive collapse behaviour of steel and composite 
frames using the finite element method (FEM) include the study of the effects of the composite floor 
on the collapse behaviour of buildings [14]–[17], three-dimensional simulations of multi-story 
buildings and investigation of the role of the gravity system on the robustness of frames [18]–[21], 
3and numerical studies focused on the effect of beam-column connections on the collapse resistance 
[22]–[24]. Analytical assessment methods for progressive collapse were proposed in [25]–[28].
Steel self-centering moment-resisting frames (SC-MRFs) are a recently developed type of 
seismic-resistant frames that are able to provide increased resilience under strong earthquakes. Post-
tensioned (PT) bars are used to clamp the beams to the columns and allow a gap to open and close at 
the beam-column interface under lateral loading of the building. The restoring forces produced by the 
elastic elongation of the PT bars provide self-centering capability, eliminating the residual drifts after 
a strong seismic event. The use of energy dissipation devices (EDs) at the beam-column interfaces 
increases the energy dissipation capacity of the structure. Moreover, the EDs can be designed to be 
easily replaceable, thus minimising the downtime for the building repair. Several configurations of 
SC-MRFs were proposed, with the main difference being the type of the EDs. Examples include steel 
yielding EDs such as those proposed in [29]–[35], and friction-based EDs, such as those proposed in 
[36]–[40].
Despite the relatively large body of research on the seismic behaviour of SC-MRFs, their 
progressive collapse behaviour is not yet studied thoroughly. Tsitos et al. [41] tested experimentally 
the collapse of a frame using PT connections and steel yielding bars as EDs. Pirmoz and Liu [42] 
carried out FEM analyses on the same frame. The frames in those studies had only two bays and small 
beam spans (1.219 m and 3 m), and thus the collapse of the frames in a sudden column loss scenario 
was dictated by the early PT bar fracture.
This paper presents a numerical study on the behaviour of an SC-MRF under a column loss 
scenario. The SC-MRF is part of a seismically designed five-storey prototype frame and uses stainless 
steel hourglass-shape yielding EDs, denoted as web hourglass pins (WHPs), which possess very high 
ductility [43]. The planar frame was reproduced in the simulations in full detail using solid finite 
elements. The fracture capacity of the WHPs was calibrated using experimental data from tests 
performed specifically on these devices in [43]. Quasi-static analyses were carried out to identify the 
failure modes of the SC-MRF under a sudden column loss scenario. Nonlinear dynamic (NL) analyses 
4were also performed to evaluate the dynamic response of the SC-MRF and to assess the acceptance 
criteria according to the UFC guidelines [3].
2 PROTOTYPE STEEL SELF-CENTERING MOMENT-RESISTING FRAME
The prototype building used in this study is a five-storey steel frame located in a high-seismicity area 
and has the plan view shown in Fig. 1a. Lateral loading is resisted in the X-direction by SC-MRFs 
that are placed along the perimeter of the frame, while braced frames resist the lateral loading in the 
Y direction. The interior frame is designed for gravity loads only and uses nominally pinned 
connections (‘gravity frame’ in Fig. 1a). Fig. 1b shows the elevation of an X-direction perimeter SC-
MRF. Details of a typical exterior PT connection used in the SC-MRFs are shown in Fig. 2. Two PT 
bars located at the mid depth of the beam, one at each side of the beam web, pass through holes drilled 
on the column flanges and are anchored to the exterior columns. WHPs are inserted in aligned holes 
on the beam web and on supporting plates welded to the column flanges. Under seismic loading, gaps 
open in the beam-column interface and energy is dissipated through the inelastic bending of the 
WHPs. Fig. 3a shows a test on isolated WHPs from a previous experimental programme [35], in 
which two WHPs underwent a large imposed displacement without fracture. A WHP has an optimised 
hourglass shape defined by the geometrical properties shown in Fig. 3b, i.e. the external diameter De, 
internal diameter Di, and length LWHP of its bending parts. The hourglass shape follows the moment 
profile along the WHP’s bending parts, improving its fracture capacity. The web and flanges of the 
beam are reinforced with steel plates and the panel zones of the columns are strengthened using 
continuity plates. A fin plate welded on the column flange and bolted on the beam web is used for 
easy erection and resistance against gravity loads before post-tensioning. The fin plate’s holes are 
horizontally slotted so that it does not interfere with the connection behaviour during gap opening 
and closing. 
Previous experimental and numerical studies showed that SC-MRFs can experience brittle 
failure modes due to local flange and web buckling [35], [44]. Tzimas et al. [45] and Lin et al. [46] 
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first study is adopted in this work. The fuse is a short stocky steel section, which is placed in series 
with the PT bar and is designed to yield at a predefined force level to limit the compressive force in 
the beam and prevent the PT bars from yielding. The fuse is welded on a strong plate that is bolted 
on the exterior column flange to ease its replacement if damaged, and the PT bars are anchored on a 
stiff plate welded on the exterior face of the fuse, as shown in Fig. 2.
A drawback of the SC-MRFs is that the slab interferes with the frame expansion as the gaps 
open during lateral loading. To overcome this issue, researchers proposed a discontinuous slab, i.e. 
the slab is discontinued at the column axes perpendicular to the main beam axis [45], [47], [48]. Shear 
studs for composite action are used only on the secondary beams. The slab reinforcing mesh is also 
discontinued. This study assumes a similar configuration, which is illustrated in Fig. 4.
Longitudinal stiffeners are welded on the web of the beam at the locations shown in Fig. 2, as 
recommended in [44], [49], [50]. These stiffeners prevent the web buckling of the beam as the 
compressive force increases with the gap opening. In addition, a reduced beam section (RBS) is 
adopted immediately after the end of the reinforcing plates to allow a plastic hinge to develop at large 
drifts rather than local buckling in the flanges, aiming at a ductile ultimate response of the frame [44].
The design of the SC-MRF follows the methodology proposed in Tzimas et al. [45] and 
involves sizing the PT bars, WHPs, fuses and reinforcing plates to achieve a target performance, 
based on the target drifts of a conventional prototype MRF under the design basis earthquake (return 
period 475 years) and the maximum considered earthquake (return period 2500 years). The maximum 
inter-story drift is limited to 0.75% under the Frequently Occurring Earthquake (having intensity 0.40 
the intensity of DBE) per the damage limitation state imposed by Eurocode 8. The steel yield strength 
is equal to 355 MPa for the columns, 275 MPa for the beams, 835 MPa for PT bars, 275 MPa for the 
beam reinforcing plates, and 235 MPa for the fuse. The material of the WHPs made of duplex stainless 
steel (SSD) has nominal yield strength equal to 450 MPa.
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under a connection rotation expected under an earthquake with intensity two times the Maximum 
Considered Earthquake (denoted as Design Case 2 or DC2). A less conservative design, denoted as 
Design Case 1 or DC1, was also considered in this study for comparison. In DC1, PT bars are 
designed to yield immediately after the Maximum Considered Earthquake resulting in smaller 
diameters of the PT bars, reinforcing plates, and cross section of the fuse, therefore in a more cost-
effective frame. Table 1 summarises the geometric properties of the SC-MRF as resulted from the 
two design cases.
The imposed displacement demands on the members and connections of a frame under a 
column loss scenario are different than those imposed by seismic loading. Fig. 5 shows two bays of 
an SC-MRF in which the central column is suddenly missed and catenary action is developed. At a 
connection rotation θ, the most stressed WHPs are the most distant ones from the centre of rotation, 
COR, and they should be able to withstand a monotonic displacement δ, as indicated in the same 
figure. This displacement may be much higher than the displacement demand in a seismic loading 
scenario. The PT bars may also be subjected to excessive elongation. Thus, the main failure modes 
and resisting mechanisms of the seismic-resistant perimeter SC-MRF under a loss of column scenario 
are studied in the next sections.
3 DETAILED FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
3.1 Finite element model description
The first storey of the X-direction perimeter SC-MRF, shown in Fig. 1b, was modelled in full detail 
using the software Abaqus [51]. Fig. 6 shows the details of the FEM model. The main structural 
components, i.e. beams and columns, along with the stiffeners, the reinforcing plates, the supporting 
plates and the WHPs, were modelled using solid hexahedral elements with reduced integration, 
namely C3D8R in Abaqus. The PT bars were modelled using truss elements connected with multi-
point constraints to solid parts anchored to the exterior faces of the external columns, representing 
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column face, and fuse-column face pairs. A “hard” contact normal to the contacting surfaces along 
with a tangential behaviour with a friction coefficient of 0.4 were defined as contact properties. The 
column bases are fixed in all directions. To account for the height-wise continuity of the frame, the 
top surfaces of the columns are not allowed to rotate by specifying displacement constraints in the Z 
direction, i.e. the nodes of the top surfaces are not allowed to have a differential vertical displacement 
between each other. Lateral constraints are also applied at the level of the column web panels to 
account for the restraining effect of the transverse beams, i.e. the beams in the Y direction in Fig. 1a.
The slab can play an important role in the catenary response of frames [26]; however, in the 
present case, it is not expected to significantly affect the in-plane response of the frame for two 
reasons: a) it is considered non-composite with the main beams of the SC-MRF, i.e. the slab slides 
on the steel section; and b) it is discontinued at the column levels, as shown in Fig. 4, thus in-plane 
catenary action from the slab and the reinforcing mesh is not expected to develop at large 
displacements. Moreover, the scope of this study is to evaluate the failure modes of a steel SC-MRF 
under column loss; therefore, the slab was not modelled.
To save computational time, the longitudinal stiffeners were indirectly modelled by specifying 
appropriate constraints at the corresponding degrees of freedom. The fin plate was not modelled 
because the resistance of the SC-MRF against progressive collapse does not rely on it.
The steel material behaviour was defined by an elastic-plastic constitutive law with isotropic 
hardening, using true stress-strain curves based on nominal values for mild structural steel and on 
actual values for SSD, identified from previous coupon tests [43]. The PT bars were modelled using 
a bilinear elastic plastic law with hardening based on the manufacturer’s values. PT bars were 
assumed to have fractured at 5% elongation, which is a lower bound based on the manufacturer 
specifications.
83.2 Finite element model validation
The numerical model used for this study adopts the same modelling technique as the one used in [44]. 
In that study, the authors developed a detailed FEM model to simulate the cyclic response of PT 
connections with WHPs tested in [35]. The model captured the cyclic moment-rotation behaviour and 
the local and global failure modes of the PT connection, including the local buckling in the beam 
region after the reinforcing plates due to high axial compression and bending moment demands, up 
to excessive imposed drifts equal to 10% with good accuracy [44]. Therefore, the FEM modelling 
technique can be considered reliable for the simulation of the planar SC-MRF studied herein under a 
column loss scenario. In addition, the PT bars are predominantly in uniaxial tension, thus their 
behaviour is predictable based on uniaxial material behaviour; and the fracture behaviour of the 
WHPs under monotonic loading, which is expected to dictate the progressive collapse potential of 
the studied frame, is calibrated based on previous experimental data, as described in the next section.
4 REDUCED FEM MODEL INCORPORATING THE FRACTURE BEHAVIOUR OF 
THE WHPS
A WHP made of SSD was subjected to monotonic loading in [43]. The device reached a displacement 
equal to 12δy, where δy is its yield displacement, without signs of fracture, at which point the loading 
was discontinued. The corresponding force-displacement response is shown in Fig. 7a and its 
deformed shape is shown in Fig. 7b. In the same study, the critical parameters of the Void Growth 
Model [52] were experimentally determined for SSD. According to this model, ductile fracture occurs 
when the quantity termed Void Growth Index (VGI) has reached a critical value, VGIcr. VGIcr for 
SSD was found to have a mean value of 2.87 [43]. This VGIcr value along with a detailed FEM sub-
model were used in this study to identify the fracture capacity of SSD-WHPs under excessive 
monotonic loading.
Fig. 8a shows the FEM sub-model used to simulate the monotonic response of a WHP. Due 
to its symmetry, only half of a WHP was modelled. The element size is 2 mm at the locations of 
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in the monotonic test described in [43]. The VGI was monitored at the critical locations indicated in 
Fig. 7b., i.e. at De, Di, and at the midpoint between them, where fracture is expected. Fig. 8b shows 
the force-displacement curve resulting from the WHP sub-model. The curve follows the experimental 
response, but it is extended far beyond the experimental displacement. At an imposed displacement 
of 45 mm or 18δy, the deformation in the WHP was excessively high and a necking behaviour was 
observed due to excessive distortion of the elements, which resulted in the softening branch of the 
curve. The VGI was monitored and found to reach the critical value of 2.87 immediately after the 
peak displacement, indicating fracture initiation.
Based on the WHP fracture simulation, a more computationally efficient FEM model was 
constructed. In the ‘reduced FEM model’, the two rows of WHPs shown in Fig. 6b, i.e. the top and 
bottom pairs, were replaced by two connector elements of ‘Cartesian’ type, as shown in Fig. 6c. 
Cartesian type connectors in Abaqus are used to define an elastoplastic force-displacement behaviour 
between two points along three coordinate axes. Each connector connects a point on the web of the 
beam with one on the column flange at the level of the corresponding WHP row. The elastoplastic 
behaviour of the connector elements used to replace the bending behaviour of each row of solid WHPs 
is the multi-linear curve denoted as ‘Connector’ in Fig. 8b multiplied by two and defined along the X 
and Z axes according to the coordinate system shown in Fig. 8a. A linear behaviour with a very large 
stiffness was defined along the Y direction. A sudden drop at 45 mm is defined to indicate fracture 
and a small residual force is specified after fracture to avoid numerical problems in the analysis.
5 NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE FUSE BEHAVIOUR
A FEM model was constructed to characterise the force-displacement response of the fuse. The fuse 
model was constructed using the solid (hexahedral) finite elements C3D8R and a material law based 
on typical true stress-strain curves for mild steel with fy = 235 MPa was used based on results from 
[53]. The corresponding force-displacement curve is shown in Fig. 9 along with the deformed shape 
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of the fuse. The fuse is stocky and, therefore, no buckling takes place before the force reaches the 
yield axial force of the fuse section, while the plastic deformation is uniform and symmetric. The fuse 
shows considerable hardening under monotonic loading, which is common for mild steel. A 
sensitivity analysis was also performed to assess the sensitivity of the fuse’s response to imperfections 
and possible eccentricities of the applied PT force. For this reason, several simulations were carried 
out using predefined eccentricity values of the PT force. The first buckling mode was entered as initial 
imperfection. The results showed that the response is insensitive to practical amount of imperfections.
6 FAILURE MODES OF THE FIRST STOREY SC-MRF UNDER COLUMN LOSS
A quasi-static analysis on the first-storey model was performed to identify the failure modes of the 
SC-MRF under a sudden internal column loss. The implicit dynamic solver in Abaqus was used for 
the quasi-static analysis. To exclude inertia effects, the load was applied in displacement control over 
a time frame of 60 seconds and the mass density was set at a very low value, i.e. at 1/1000 of the steel 
density. The dynamic implicit solver was used for quasi-static analysis because it is computationally 
more robust in capturing sudden failures, such as the WHP fracture represented by the sudden drop 
in strength of the connector elements, than the static general solver. The analysis consisted of three 
steps: a) the initial PT force was applied by imposing a shortening in the PT bars corresponding to an 
initial PT force of approximately 1087 kN (Table 1); b) the dead and live loads from the upper storeys, 
derived from the combination 1.2D + 0.5L, where D is the dead load and L the live load, as prescribed 
in the UFC guidelines [3], and taking into account the relevant tributary areas, were applied on all the 
columns apart from the one to be ‘removed’ in the next step; and c) the fixed base support of the 
penultimate column (Fig. 6) was removed and the column was pushed down by 2000 mm, using an 
imposed displacement linearly increasing over the analysis time frame. This imposed displacement 
value corresponds to a connection rotation of 0.25 rad (defined as the imposed displacement over the 
span of the beam) and is large enough to identify all possible failure modes of the SC-MRF.
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6.1 Response with PT bars only
An analysis with the PT bars only installed, i.e. without the WHPs, was performed to evaluate their 
capability to provide an effective tie force. The total applied force versus the vertical imposed 
displacement is shown in Fig. 10a for the two design cases, DC1 and DC2. The response of the frame 
is characterised by a ‘plastic response’ and a ‘catenary response’. The plastic response is due to the 
flexural response of the beams at the initial stage of the loading. Once the imposed displacement 
reaches 800 mm for DC1 and 500 mm for DC2, the force is resisted by catenary action, i.e. the load 
is mostly resisted by cable action of the PT bars as the gaps at the connections open. The catenary 
response starts earlier in DC2 due to the longer reinforcing plates on the beam flanges (Table 1), 
which reduce the plastic deformations in the beams and accelerate the cable action.
Fig. 10b shows the evolution of the force in the PT bars with the vertical displacement. The 
PT bars yield at 500 mm displacement (0.06 rad of connection rotation) for DC1 and around 800 mm 
displacement (0.1 rad of connection rotation) for DC2. The longitudinal strain in the PT bars is equal 
to 0.0085 for DC1 and 0.0099 for DC2 at 2000 mm displacement (0.25 rad of connection rotation), 
as indicated in Fig. 10b. These values are well below the fracture strain of 0.05, based on the PT bar 
material specifications.
The load combination DIF(1.2D+0.5L) = 260 kN, with a DIF= 1.3 (based on the NL dynamic 
analyses to be discussed later), is used to assess the capacity of PT bars to provide tie forces in the 
absence of WHPs. Under this load, the PT bars are in the limit of yielding for DC1 (they yield at a 
load of 290 kN), whereas the PT bars are still in the elastic range for DC2 (they yield at a load of 430 
kN). Thus, for this frame geometry, the PT bars can act effectively as ties even in the absence of the 
WHPs, with DC2 being a safer design scenario, as it provides a higher safety margin for PT bar 
yielding. However, this result depends on the specific frame geometry (bay length) and the PT bar 
characteristics (material, diameter), and should be assessed for each frame separately.
Figs. 11a and 11b show the deformed shape of the SC-MRF for both design cases at 400 mm 
imposed displacement, i.e. during the plastic response of the frame, and the failure modes are 
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indicated. The PT bars are still elastic. The plastic region in the beams is more pronounced in DC1 
due to the shorter reinforcing plates used on the beam flanges. Plastic deformations at the beam-
column bearing areas develop due to the reduction of the contact area, which results in a stress 
concentration at that region.
Fig. 12 shows the deformed shape of the DC1 frame at an imposed displacement of 2000 mm, 
i.e. while the frame is in the catenary response. The PT bars have yielded. The failure modes include, 
in addition to the ones described above, the column web panel shear yielding and the yielding at the 
base of the external column. Fig. 11 shows that the column base yielding is propagated from the 
flanges to the web, approaching the formation of a plastic hinge. These failure modes are observed 
only at the external column adjacent to the removed one, while the rest of the columns are not affected. 
6.2 Comparison between detailed and reduced model
Progressive collapse analyses of the first storey planar SC-MRF using both the detailed and the 
reduced FEM models were carried out. The reduced model is computationally more efficient since 
the WHPs are substituted by the connector elements. Fig. 13 shows a comparison between the two 
models in terms of force versus vertical displacement at the location of the removed column. The 
comparison shown corresponds to DC2; a similar agreement is found in the case of DC1. The two 
FEM models are in good agreement. The deformed shape of the frame and the failure modes observed 
in the reduced model agree with those observed in the detailed model. Thus, the reduced model is 
used for the subsequent analyses and the results are referred to that model in the following sections.
6.3 Response with PT bars and WHPs
The SC-MRF with PT bars and the WHPs installed showed an enhanced response compared to the 
one with PT bars only present, as shown by the force-displacement responses of Fig. 14. The strength 
is increased with respect to the ‘PT only’ case due to the additional moment resistance provided by 
the WHPs. The post-yield stiffness is also significantly increased due to the hardening behaviour of 
the WHPs.
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Fig. 15 shows the PT force variation with the imposed vertical displacement for the two design 
cases with WHPs, and the curves are compared with the ‘PT only’ analyses. When WHPs are present, 
the PT bars yield at slightly larger displacements: the WHPs increase the moment resistance of the 
connections, which in turn increases the flexural deformation of the beams; therefore, the gap in the 
beam-column interface, at which the PT bars yield, occurs at a larger imposed vertical displacement.
Fig. 16 shows the deformed shape of the frame at 2000 mm vertical displacement and the 
associated failure modes. The failure modes observed, in order of occurrence, and the corresponding 
displacements and connection rotations for the two design cases are: 
a) Beam plastic deformations at the RBS locations (shortly after gap opening at the beam-column 
interface).
b) Yielding at the beam-column contact area.
c) Column web panel yielding, starting at 380 mm (0.05 rad) for DC1 and 110 mm for DC2 (0.014 
rad). It is observed only at the external column, adjacent to the removed one.
d) PT bar yielding, at 629 mm (0.08 rad) for DC1 and 1114 mm for DC2 (0.14 rad). 
e) First WHP fracture (the bottom row of WHPs at the left side of the removed column), at 875 mm 
(0.11 rad) for DC1 and 801 mm (0.1 rad) for DC2.
f) Column base plastic hinge at 1200 mm (0.15 rad) for both DC1 and DC2.
  Thus, it is concluded that DC2 is a safer design scenario, because it results in a delayed 
yielding of the PT bars (almost at twice the imposed displacement compared to DC1), whereas the 
rest of the failure modes are similar for the two design cases. However, the excessive web shear 
yielding at the external column web panel, observed in both design cases with or without WHPs, 
indicates that strengthening of the external columns may be needed as a measure to mitigate 
progressive collapse failures in an SC-MRF, a result which is in line with the recommendations of 
UFC [3].
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6.4 Maximising the rotation capacity of a PT connection with WHPs
The fracture of a WHP defines the rotation capacity of a PT connection. The rotation of the 
connection, θ, is related to the displacement demand on a WHP according to the equation:
 (1)𝛿 = 𝑑𝜃
where δ is the displacement of the WHP and d is the distance of the WHP to the centre of rotation, 
COR (see Fig. 5). The numerical analysis using the WHP sub-model showed that the ratio of the 
fracture displacement, δf, to the yield displacement, δy, of a WHP is equal to 18. More parametric 
studies are needed to define reliably the relationship between δf and δy for various geometries of 
WHPs; however, in this study it is assumed that a ratio of δf/δy=18 can be achieved for any geometry. 
Thus, the fracture rotation of the connection is given by:
 (2)𝜃𝑓 = 𝛿𝑓𝑑 = 18𝛿𝑦𝑑
The elastic stiffness of a WHP depends on its geometric properties and is given by [35]:
 (3)𝐾WHP = 2 9𝜋𝐷3e𝐷i𝐸𝐺(40𝐸𝐷2e𝐿WHP + 48𝐺𝐿 3WHP)
where E and G are the elastic and shear moduli of the material, respectively. The strength of a WHP, 
FWHP, is calculated by the following condition [35]:
 (4)𝐹WHP = 23 𝐷3e𝐿WHP𝑓y,WHP < 1.8𝜋𝐷2i4 𝑓y,WHP3
where fy,WHP is the yield stress of SSD. From Eqs. 3 and 4, it can be deduced that different 
combinations of De, Di, and LWHP can be used to achieve the same level of required strength of a WHP 
with different values of its elastic stiffness. Therefore, the designer can choose a combination of 
geometric properties that provide the required strength and a value of δy that results in the desired 
level of rotation at fracture, based on Eq. 2. Maximising the fracture capacity of the WHPs is 
particularly beneficial under progressive collapse conditions, as a rotation capacity of 0.2 rad means 
that the system does not need to rely on tie forces from either the floor or the roof, when the Tie Force 
Method of assessment is employed [3].
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For the prototype frame of this study, the most stressed WHPs are in the bottom row of the 
left-hand side connection between the beam and the removed column (see Fig. 16). This row of WHPs 
fractured first at a connection rotation of 0.1 rad in both DC1 and DC2. The WHPs can be redesigned 
to fracture at a larger rotation, considering the geometric constraints of the actual frame (e.g. the width 
of the column flange). For the frame studied herein, δy can be increased using the bigger WHP 
geometry shown in Fig. 17. Using this geometry, δy is 6.05 mm, i.e. three times bigger than the 2.18 
mm of the initial design, while the strength is not modified. Consequently, the rotation capacity of 
the connection is increased to slightly more than 0.2 rad. 
6.5 Response with fuse-tendon system
The fuse in the first floor model was modelled using solid elements and appropriate contact 
interactions following the method described in Section 5. The analyses with the fuse resulted in the 
responses shown in Fig. 18a for the two design cases. Compared to the frame with no fuse, the 
strength and post-yield stiffness are slightly reduced due to the additional flexibility of the fuse, which 
is in series with the PT bars. Fig. 18b shows the evolution of the PT force with and without the fuse 
installed for the two design cases. It is concluded that the PT bar yielding is slightly delayed with the 
fuse present; however, this delay is not significant due to the limited deformation capacity of the fuse. 
A fuse with a much higher deformation capacity would be required for a more pronounced effect in 
the case of progressive collapse loading.
7 NONLINEAR DYNAMIC ANALYSES OF THE FIRST-STOREY SC-MRF UNDER 
COLUMN LOSS
NL dynamic analyses of the first storey of the SC-MRF were carried out to assess the dynamic effects 
of the column removal on the response of the frame. The application of the dynamic load follows a 
procedure similar to the one in [17]: a) the frame was loaded with gravitational force, using an 
acceleration of gravity equal to 9.81 m/sec2; b) the mass density of the beams adjacent to the removed 
column was modified in each analysis so that it produced a different total load on the frame (due to 
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the self-weight of the beams); c) the penultimate column was instantaneously ‘removed’ (i.e. the 
supports were released) and left to be pushed down by the gravitational load; d) the analysis was 
continued until the oscillation of the frame has died out, and the maximum vertical displacement was 
recorded; and e) the pairs of total load and maximum vertical displacement corresponding to each 
analysis were used to construct the dynamic force-displacement curve of the SC-MRF. This 
procedure is schematically shown in Fig. 19.
Fig. 20 shows the resulting dynamic force-displacement curves at the location of the removed 
column for the two design cases. The dynamic curve lies below the quasi-static curve in both DC1 
and DC2. The DIF at the plastic response is 1.29 for DC1 and 1.28 for DC2; whereas the DIF at the 
2000 mm-displacement, i.e. in the catenary response, is 1.49 for DC1 and 1.53 for DC2. The DIF, 
therefore, has different values in the plastic response and the catenary response of the frame. This 
conclusion is similar to the one found for semi-rigid connections in [54].
8 ASSESSMENT OF THE UFC ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
The ALP method [3] requires that the structure should be able to bridge over vertical load bearing 
elements that are notionally removed; otherwise the structure should be re-designed or retrofitted. In 
the nonlinear static procedure, the structure should be able to withstand the actions due to the 
following load combination above the removed element:
𝐺 = 𝐷𝐼𝐹[1.2𝐷 + (0.5𝐿 𝑜𝑟 0.2𝑆)] (5)
and to the following combination for floor areas away from the removed column:
𝐺 = 1.2𝐷 + (0.5𝐿 𝑜𝑟 0.2𝑆) (6)
The DIF is defined for a steel framed building as:
𝐷𝐼𝐹 = 1.08 + 0.76/(𝜃pra/𝜃y + 0.83) (7)
where θpra is the plastic rotation angle for the element, component or connection, and θy is the yield 
rotation. In a post-tensioned connection with WHPs, θy and θpra are defined as the connection rotations 
at which the first WHP yields and the first fracture of WHP occurs, respectively.
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From Eq. (1) the connection rotation is directly related to the displacement of the WHP. Thus, 
δf/δy = θpra/θy = 18. Using this ratio in Eq. (7), the DIF is 1.12 for the SC-MRF. Comparing this value 
with the DIF found in the dynamic analyses, i.e. approximately 1.3 in the plastic response and 1.5 in 
the catenary response, it is concluded that the DIF calculated using Eq. (7) is a non-conservative value 
to account for the dynamic effects of the progressive collapse in a SC-MRF. More studies on different 
geometries of SC-MRFs are needed to safely generalise this conclusion.
The load combinations obtained using Eqs. (5) and (6) using DIF = 1.3 are plotted in Fig. 20. 
From the graphs, it is evident that the SC-MRF is able to withstand the required load combination 
after a sudden column removal while still in the elastic range.
9 PROGRESSIVE COLLAPSE SIMULATION OF THE FIVE-STOREY SC-MRF
Progressive collapse simulations of the five-storey planar SC-MRF using the reduced FEM model 
were carried out. Although the five-storey frame analyses are considerably more demanding in terms 
of computational time, they serve to study possible differences in the overall response as compared 
to the first storey frame simulations. A quasi-static analysis using the implicit dynamic solver was 
performed for each design case. The fuses were not modelled, as it is not expected that their 
contribution will be significantly different than that shown in Fig. 18. The same modelling 
assumptions as in the first storey frame simulations were made. The WHPs were redesigned to 
provide a rotation capacity of the beam-column connections at fracture greater than 0.2 rad, using the 
methodology described in Section 6.3. Table 2 provides the geometric details of the optimised WHPs, 
their yield displacement, and the connection rotation, θf, at which the fracture of the most distant from 
the COR WHP occurs.
Fig. 21 shows the deformed shape of the frame designed according to DC1 at 2000 mm 
imposed vertical displacement (0.25 rad of connection rotations) at the removed column. Inspection 
of the deformed shape reveals that there is a difference between the deformed shape of the beams on 
the first storey and those on the upper storeys: the first storey beams are in ‘catenary response’ (almost 
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straight deformed shape), whereas the beams on the upper stories are in ‘plastic response’ with much 
more pronounced plastic deformations in the RBS locations. This behaviour is observed for both DC1 
and DC2 and it can be explained by the significant shear distortion of the web panel and the plastic 
deformations at the base of the external column on the first storey (foremost left column in Fig. 21). 
This column leans towards the upper storeys creating a restraining effect that does not allow the 
development of catenary action in the beams of the upper storeys.
The failure modes are indicated in Fig. 21, and they include: a) beam yielding at the RBS 
locations, which is less noticeable on the first storey, but more extended on the upper storeys; b) 
external column web panel shear yielding, which occurred only at the first and second storeys; c) 
yielding at the beam-column contact area as the gaps open; d) plastic hinge formation at the base of 
the external column adjacent to the removed column; e) PT bar yielding in the first and second 
storeys; and f) WHP fracture at 0.2 rad of connection rotation in the first storey, as designed.
Fig. 22 shows the force versus vertical displacement response of the five-storey frame for the 
two design cases, along with the load combination DIF(1.2D+0.5L) using DIF= 1.3, which was 
identified by the dynamic analyses on the first storey model. It is shown that the frame designed 
according to DC2 is stronger by 15% as a result of the higher PT bar diameter and longer reinforcing 
plates used. The frame has a safety factor greater than 1.7 for DC1 and greater than 2 for DC2 against 
the load combination prescribed by the UFC guidelines. The force-displacement curve shows an 
initial plastic response and softens without exhibiting a catenary response mode. WHP fracture, 
indicated on the graph of Fig. 22, resulted in further softening of the force-displacement curves.
Fig. 23 shows the evolution of the normalised PT force, i.e. the PT force divided by the yield 
force of each PT bar, versus the imposed displacement for the two design cases. Only the PT bars of 
the first two storeys yielded. The first storey PT bars yielded at 800 mm and 1000 mm imposed 
displacements for DC1 and DC2, respectively (indicated in the graph of Fig. 22). The PT bars of the 
third, fourth and fifth storeys remain elastic even under the excessive imposed displacement of 2000 
mm. This is attributed to the non-development of catenary action in the upper storeys, which alleviates 
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the demands for elongation in the PT bars. A slight relaxation in the PT bar forces of the upper storeys 
is observed in Fig. 23, as a result of the plastic bending of the beams under the restraining effect of 
the external column which causes a slight decrease in the length of the PT bars.  It is concluded that 
the first storey is the most critical based on the likelihood of WHP and PT bar fracture, whereas DC2 
provides a higher safety margin against PT bar yielding.
Fig. 24 shows a comparison of the responses of the five-storey frame and the first storey frame 
multiplied by five (i.e. the number of storeys). The plastic response is in very good agreement, i.e. 
the five-storey yield strength can be found by multiplying the first storey response by five; however, 
there is a notable difference in the curves after the plastic response because the catenary response is 
not developed in the upper storeys of the five-storey frame.
10 CONCLUSIONS
The response of a planar seismic-resistant steel self-centering moment resisting frame (SC-MRF) 
under a column loss scenario was numerically studied. The frame was simulated using a detailed 
finite element model that was validated based on previous experimental results. Based on the findings 
of this study the following conclusions are drawn:
 The seismic design of the SC-MRF can be performed assuming different drift levels at which the 
PT bars yield. In a conservative design approach, such as the design case 2 in this study, the frame is 
stronger and PT bar yielding is significantly delayed under a column loss scenario. In a less 
conservative design approach, such as the design case 1 in this study, plastic deformations in the 
beams are more pronounced and the PT bar yielding occurs earlier. Thus, a conservative seismic 
design of the SC-MRF also means a safer building under progressive collapse conditions.
 The SC-MRF can resist the load combination DIF(1.2D+0.5L) (D: dead load; L: live load; DIF: 
dynamic increase factor), as prescribed in current guidelines for designing against progressive 
collapse, with a safety factor equal to 1.7 if designed per the design case 1, and a safety factor equal 
to 2 if designed per the design case 2.
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 The SC-MRF with PT bars only installed (without WHPs) can still resist the required load 
combination with an acceptable safety margin only when the frame is designed per the design case 2.
 The external column, adjacent to the one ‘removed’, is susceptible to excessive web panel yielding 
and plastic hinge formation at the base. Therefore, strengthening of the external columns is 
recommended if progressive collapse is a potential threat.
 The use of a steel ‘fuse’ in series with the PT bars can delay the PT bar yielding; however, for 
practical fuse lengths this delay is insignificant.
 The WHPs made of duplex stainless steel are very ductile in monotonic loading and their use 
results in a robust frame. The geometric properties of the WHPs can be adjusted so that they yield at 
connection rotations greater than 0.2 rad, meaning that the frame needs not rely on tie forces from the 
floor or the roof.
 The nonlinear dynamic analyses showed that the dynamic increase factor for the specific SC-MRF 
is 1.3 at the plastic response and 1.5 at the catenary response phase. This value is higher than the one 
calculated according to the formula prescribed in the UFC guidelines, which is equal to 1.12.
 The simulations using the five-storey planar SC-MRF showed that the first storey is the most 
critical. The deformation demands on the web panel of the external column are much greater on the 
first storey than on the upper storeys, resulting in a ‘catenary response’ of the beams of the first storey 
and ‘flexural response’ of the beams of the upper storeys. This results in PT bar yielding only at the 
first and second storeys, whereas the resistance at the upper storeys rely on the plastic resistance of 
the beams and the WHPs.
This study provides initial data on the progressive collapse response of a realistic planar SC-
MRF equipped with stainless-steel energy-dissipating devices, under the following limitations: a) it 
does not account the 3-dimensional effects of the gravity frame; b) it concerns the specific geometry 
of the prototype SC-MRF used in this study; and c) it concerns PT connections with the specific 
structural details for preventing beam buckling outlined in Section 2.
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Table 1: Properties of the prototype SC-MRF
Sections PT bars WHPs (SSD) Reinforcingplates Fuse
Storey Beam Column dPT T0 De Di LWHP Lrp Arp Afuse
Design Case 1 (DC1)
1 IPE 550 HEB 650 36 1087 34 23 70 818 5243 4102
2 IPE 600 HEB 650 40 1256 37 26 70 935 6476 5146
3 IPE 550 HEB 650 36 1087 35 23 70 828 5306 4257
4 IPE 500 HEB 600 32 941 33 21 70 717 4224 3384
5 IPE 500 HEB 600 32 941 31 20 70 622 3663 3232
Design Case 2 (DC2)
1 IPE 550 HEB 650 43 1087 34 23 70 1258 6720 6870
2 IPE 600 HEB 650 50 1256 37 26 70 1461 8580 9150
3 IPE 550 HEB 650 43 1087 35 23 70 1311 6720 7210
4 IPE 500 HEB 600 37 941 33 21 70 1073 5200 5490
5 IPE 500 HEB 600 35 941 31 20 70 724 4200 5060
Note: dPT: diameter of a PT bar; T0: initial PT force; Lrp: required length of reinforcing plates; Arp: required 
area of reinforcing plates; Afuse: effective area of fuse (units in kN, mm)
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Table 2: Geometric properties of optimised WHPs in the five-storey frame simulations
Storey De Di LWHP δy θf
1 41 22 120 6.05 0.24
2 44 25 120 5.8 0.21
3 42 23 120 6.1 0.24
4 39 21 120 5 0.22
5 37 19 120 5 0.22



































































Fig. 3. a) Deformed shape of WHPs [35]; b) geometric properties of a WHP.
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Fig. 4. Details of the discontinuous slab.
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Fig. 8. a) Sub-model of a WHP; b) WHP response under monotonic displacement and connector element 
adopted curve.
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Fig. 9. Monotonic force-displacement response and deformed shape of the fuse. 
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Fig. 10. Response of SC-MRF with PT bars only for the two design cases: a) applied force vs. 
vertical displacement; b) PT force vs. vertical displacement.
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Fig. 11. Deformed shape and equivalent plastic strain distribution of the SC-MRF with PT bars only, at 400 













Fig. 12. Deformed shape and equivalent plastic strain distribution of the SC-MRF with PT bars only, at 2000 























Fig. 13. Comparison of the force-displacement responses between the detailed and the reduced FEM models.
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Fig. 14. Comparison of force-displacement responses of the SC-MRF with PT bars only and PT 
bars and WHPs present, for the two design cases: a) DC1; and b) DC2.
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Fig. 15. Comparison of PT force evolution with imposed vertical displacement for DC1 and DC2, with and 
without WHPs present.
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Fig. 16. Deformed shape of the SC-MRF with WHPs at 2000 mm imposed vertical displacement.
F, ΔWeb panel shear yielding Yielding of PT bars
(0.008 rad)Yielding at 
bearing area
Column base 




De=34 mm; Di= 23 mm; LWHP= 70 mm
dy=2.18 mm
New geometry
De=41 mm; Di= 22 mm; LWHP= 120 mm
dy=6.05 mm
Fig. 17. Two geometries of WHPs giving the same strength but with different yield displacements.
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Fig. 18. Comparison between the two design cases, with and without the fuse: a) force-vertical displacement 
response; and b) PT force variation.
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Fig. 19. Construction of dynamic force-displacement curve.  
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Fig. 20. Static versus dynamic response of the frame for the two design cases: a) DC1; b) DC2.
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Fig. 22. Force-displacement response of the five-storey frame.
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a) b)
Fig. 23. Normalised PT force evolution for the full frame, for the two design cases: a) DC1; and b) 
DC2.  
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Fig. 24. Comparison of five-storey frame response with first storey frame response for the two 
design cases: (a) DC1; (b) DC2.
